The recent introduction of consumer depth cameras has opened the way to novel segmentation approaches exploiting depth data together with the color information. This paper proposes a region merging segmentation scheme that jointly exploits the two clues. Firstly a set of multi-dimensional vectors is built considering the 3D spatial position, the surface orientation and the color data associated to each scene sample. Normalized cuts spectral clustering is applied to the obtained vectors in order to over-segment the scene into a large number of small segments. Then an iterative merging procedure is used to recombine the segments into the regions corresponding to the various objects and surfaces. The proposed algorithm tries to combine close compatible segments and uses a NURBS surface fitting scheme on the considered segments in order to understand if the regions candidate for the merging correspond to a single surface. The comparison with state-of-the-art methods shows how the proposed method provides an accurate and reliable scene segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
The growing diffusion of consumer depth cameras has made depth acquisition available to the mass market and has opened the way to the usage of depth data in order to aid many image processing tasks. Among them segmentation from visual data has always been a challenging issue despite a huge amount of research devoted to this problem. The 3D representation of the acquired scene contained in depth data is very useful for this task and recently various approaches for the combined segmentation of depth and color data have been proposed. This idea resembles how the human visual system works, in fact our brain combines the disparity information between the views from two eyes with color information and prior knowledge on the recognized objects to get the scene structure.
Among the various segmentation techniques, one of the best performing family of approaches is the one based on normalised cuts spectral clustering (Shi and Malik, 2000) . It can be easily extended to the joint segmentation of image and depth data by feeding to the clustering scheme multi-dimensional vectors containing both color and geometrical clues for each sample . In this way a relatively reliable segmentation can be obtained but it is often difficult to avoid an over-segmentation of the scene and at the same time distinguish the various objects and surfaces in the scene. The proposed approach starts from an over-segmentation performed with spectral clustering and then applies a region merging scheme in order to obtain the final segmentation. The idea is to consider each couple of close segments and analyze the common contour. If the contour regions are compatible the algorithm then evaluates if the two segments are part of the same surface. The evaluation is performed by fitting a NonUniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) model on the union of the two segments and comparing the accuracy of the fitting with the one obtained on each of the two merged regions alone. If the accuracy remains similar the segments are probably part of the same surface and the merging is accepted, otherwise it is discarded. This NURBS fitting scheme correctly handles surfaces with a complex shape, differently from many approaches that assume the surfaces to be planar. The procedure is repeated in a tree structure until no more merging operations are possible.
RELATED WORKS
The idea of using also the information from an associated depth representation to improve segmentation algorithm performances has been exploited in various recent scene segmentation schemes, a review of this family of approaches is contained in (Dal Mutto et al., 2012b) . Clustering techniques can easily be extended to joint depth and color segmentation by modifying the feature vectors as in (Bleiweiss and Werman, 2009; Wallenberg et al., 2011; Dal Mutto et al., 2011) . In particular a segmentation scheme based on spectral clustering that is able to automatically balance the relevance of color and depth clues has been proposed in .
Region splitting and growing approaches have also been considered. In (Erdogan et al., 2012) superpixels produced by an over-segmentation of the scene are combined together in regions corresponding to the planar surfaces using an approach based on Rao-Blackwellized Monte Carlo Markov Chain. The approach has been extended to the segmentation of multiple depth maps in (Srinivasan and Dellaert, 2014) . The top down approach (region splitting) has been used in (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2014) where the segmentation is progressively refined in an iterative scheme by recursively splitting the segments that do not represent a single surface in the 3D space. Hierarchical segmentation based on the output of contour extraction has been used in (Gupta et al., 2014) , that also deals with object detection from the segmented data. Another combined approach for segmentation and object recognition has been presented in (Silberman et al., 2012) , that exploits an initial over-segmentation with the watershed algorithm followed by a hierarchical scheme.
A joint clustering method on the color, 3D position and normal information followed by a statistical planar region merging scheme has been presented in . In a MRF superpixel segmentation is combined with a tree-structured segmentation for scene labeling. Finally dynamic programming has been used in (Taylor and Cowley, 2013) to extract the planar surfaces in indoor scenes. Fig. 1 shows a general overview of the proposed approach. The color image and the depth map are firstly converted to a unified representation consisting in a set of 9D vectors containing the 3D position, the orientation information and the color coordinates in the CIELab color space of each sample. This representation is then over-segmented using both color and depth information inside a framework based on spectral clustering. The over-segmentation is fed into the iterative region merging procedure. In this step firstly a NURBS model is fitted over each segmented region. The algorithm then looks at all the adjacent regions, checks if they can be considered for merging by looking at the compatibility of the color and geometry values on the common contour. In this case it fits a parametric NURBS surface on the merged region. The surface fitting error is computed and compared with the weighted average of the fitting error on the two merged pieces. If the error remains similar (i.e., the two regions are part of the same surface) the merging is accepted, if it increases (i.e., they probably belong to two different surfaces), the merge is discarded. The procedure is repeated iteratively in a tree structure until no more merging operations are possible.
GENERAL OVERVIEW
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JOINT COLOR AND DEPTH SEGMENTATION
The proposed method starts by performing an over-segmentation of the input scene with the combined use of color and depth information. The segmentation scheme follows the idea of clustering multi-dimensional vectors containing both the color and the position in the 3D space of the samples , but considers also the information about the normals to the surface in order to better subdivide the different geometrical elements using also their orientation besides the spatial position. Firstly a 9-dimensional representation of the scene samples p i , i = 1, ..., N is built by combining geometry and color data. Using the calibration information we compute both the 3D coordinates x(p i ), y(p i ), z(p i ) and the surface normals n x (p i ), n y (p i ), n z (p i ) associated to each sample. A vector L(p i ), a(p i ), b(p i ) containing the information from the color view converted to the CIELab perceptually uniform space is also computed. The 9D vectors obtained in this way contain different types of information and can not be directly fed to the clustering algorithm.
The segmentation algorithm must be insensitive to the scaling of the point-cloud geometry and needs geometry and color distances to be into consistent representations. For these reasons the geometry components are normalized by the average σ g of the standard deviations of the point coordinates obtaining the
are obtained by normalizing the 3 components of the orientation by the average σ n of their standard deviation.
are also obtained by normalizing color data with the average σ c of the standard deviations of the L, a and b components. From the above normalized geometry and color information vectors, each point is finally represented as:
where the λ 1 and λ 2 parameters control the relative contribution of the three types of information. High values of them increase the relevance of the spatial position and surface orientation, while low values of the parameters increase the relevance of color. For the experimental results we set λ 1 = 1.5 and λ 2 = 0.5, however they could be automatically tuned by the approach used in at the price of an increased computational complexity. Normalized cuts spectral clustering (Shi and Malik, 2000) optimized with the Nyström method (Fowlkes et al., 2004 ) is then applied to the 9D vectors in order to segment the acquired scene. Notice that the parameters of the clustering algorithms are set in order to produce a larger number of segments (for the results we used 50 segments) that will then be merged in order to produce the final solution by the method of Section 6. Finally in order to avoid too small regions due to noise we apply a refinement stage removing regions smaller than a pre-defined threshold T p after the clustering algorithm.
SURFACE FITTING ON THE SEGMENTED DATA
NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines) are piecewise rational polynomial functions expressed in terms of proper bases, see (Piegl and Tiller, 1997) for a thorough introduction. They allow representation of freeform parametric curves and surfaces in a concise way, by means of control points. Notice that by including this model in the proposed approach we are able to handle quite complex geometries, unlike many competing approaches, e.g., (Taylor and Cowley, 2013) and (Srinivasan and Dellaert, 2014) , that are limited to planar surfaces.
A parametric NURBS surface is defined as
where the P i, j are the control points, the w i, j are the corresponding weights, the N i,p are the univariate Bspline basis functions, and p, q are the degrees in the u, v parametric directions respectively.
In our tests, we initially set the degrees in the u and v directions equal to 3. We set the weights all equal to one, thus our fitted surfaces are non-rational (i.e., spline). Since the points to fit are a subset of the rectangular grid given by the sensor pixel arrangement, we set the corresponding (u k , v l ) surface parameter values as lying on the image plane of the camera. The number of surface control points gives the degrees of freedom in our model. In order to set it adaptively depending on the number of input samples, we consider the horizontal and vertical extents of the segment to fit. We set 20 as maximum number of control points to use in a parametric direction in case of a segment covering the whole image, while for smaller ones we determine the number proportionally to the segment extents. Since the minimum number of control points for a cubic spline is 4, for smaller segments we lower the surface degree to quadratic in order to allow 3 control points as actual minimum. These parameters turn out to be a reasonable choice, since they provide enough degrees of freedom to represent the shape of any common object, while the adaptive scheme at the same time prevents the fitting to always be more accurate for smaller segments, independently on how the segmentation algorithm was successful in detecting the objects in the scene.
Once determined the (u k , v l ) parameter values corresponding to the points to fit, the surface degrees and the number of control points in the u, v parametric directions, we consequently obtain the NURBS knots (needed for the definition of the N i,p basis functions) as in (Piegl and Tiller, 1997) . Finally, by considering Eq. (2) evaluated at (u k , v l ) and equated to the points to fit, we obtain an over-determined system of linear equations. We solve it in the least-squares sense thus obtaining the surface control points. 
ITERATIVE REGION MERGING PROCEDURE
The large number of segments produced by the approach of Section 4 needs to be combined into a smaller number of segments representing the actual objects and surfaces in the scene. The merging procedure follows the approach depicted in the right part of Fig. 1 and summarized in Algorithm 1. Firstly a NURBS surface is fitted on each segmented region using the approach of Section 5. The fitting error corresponding to each segment S i is computed by evaluating the MSE value e i between the actual surface points in the segment and the fitted NURBS surface. Notice that other fitting accuracy measures besides MSE can be considered, a complete review is presented in (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2015) . Then close segments are analyzed in order to join segments with similar properties.
The algorithm starts by sorting all the segments based on decreasing fitting error e i thus producing an ordered list L S where the segments with worse fitting accuracy come first. The algorithm also analyzes all the segments to build an adjacency matrix, storing for each couple of segments whether they are adjacent or not.
The following conditions must hold for two segments to be considered as adjacent:
1. They must be connected on the lattice defined by the depth map (4-connectivity is used for this test) and the length l cc of the shared boundary C C must be bigger than 15 pixels.
2. The depth values on the shared boundary must be similar. In order to perform this check for each contour point C i we compute the difference ∆Z i between the depth values on the two sides of the edge (see Fig. 3 , the orange arrows underline the differences that are computed). The number of points l d cc in the shared boundary which have a depth difference smaller than a threshold T d is then computed. The ratio between l d cc and the total length of the shared boundary must be bigger than a threshold R (the threshold is the same used in Eq. (4) and (5) and we set it to 0.6), i.e.,:
3. The color values must also be similar on both sides of the common contour. The approach is the same used for depth data except that the color difference in the CIELab is used instead of the depth values. More in detail we compute the color difference ∆C i between samples on both side of the shared boundary. The number of points l c cc which have a color difference smaller than threshold T c is computed and again the ratio between l c cc and the total length must be bigger than R, i.e.,
4. Finally the same condition is verified also for normal information. In this case the angle between the two normal vectors ∆θ i is computed for each couple of samples on the two sides of the shared boundary. The number of points l n cc which have an angle between the normal vectors smaller than T θ is computed and again the ratio between l n cc and the total length must be bigger than R, i.e.,
If all the conditions are satisfied the two segments are marked as adjacent. Notice that by performing the checks in the presented order we avoid unnecessary computations, since we exclude most couple of segments before computing all the depth, color and normal differences on the contour.
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Figure 3: Example of boundary region with the common contour between two sample segments S 1 and S 2 and the differences used in Equations (3), (4) and (5).
The procedure then selects the segment with the highest fitting error and tries to join it with the adjacent ones. Let us assume that we start from segment
Algorithm 1 Merge algorithm
Compute L S (list of the segments) and sort the list according to e i For each segment S i compute the set A i of the adjacent segments i = 1 (select as S i the first segment in L S ) while i < length(L S ) do for all the segments S j adjacent to S i do compute the fitting error on the merged segment S i∪ j check if the threshold of Eq. 6 is satisfied end for if there is at least one merge operation satisfying Eq. 6 then Select the merge leading to the biggest fitting accuracy decrease (the corresponding segment is S * j ) Remove S i and S * j from L S Add S i∪ j * to L S Compute A i∪ j * i = 1 ( S i is the first segment in L S ) else i = i + 1 (S i is the next segment in the list) end if end while S i (the corresponding fitting error is e i ): the algorithm considers all the adjacent segments S j (with fitting error e j ) and fits a NURBS surface on each segment obtained by joining S i and each of the S j (let us denote it with S i∪ j ). The fitting error e i∪ j on segment S i∪ j is computed with the same previous method and compared with the weighted average of the errors on S i and S j :
If the condition of Eq. (6) is satisfied the two segments are candidate to be merged, since the fitting accuracy is improved for their union. The procedure is repeated for all the segments adjacent to S i . If more than one segment S j is selected as candidate for the merge operation, the segment S * j that provides the maximum improvement of the fitting error according to Eq. (6) is selected. If there are no candidates no merge operation is performed, the algorithm selects the next one in the sorted list as new segment S i and the procedure is repeated. Otherwise the two segments S i and S * j are joined and their union S i∪ j * replaces them in the list L S . The adjacency information is then updated by considering the union of S i and S * j as adjacent to all the segments that were adjacent to any of the two segments, and the list L S is updated by removing the two joined segments and inserting their union in the position corresponding to its fitting error e i∪ j * . The algorithm continues by processing the next segment with the highest fitting error and iterates until no more segments can be considered for the merge operation. The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 and its progress on a sample scene is visualized in Fig. 4 where a graph of the merge operations between the various segments and the resulting segmentations at various iterations are shown. The sequence of merging steps on various scenes is also shown in the videos available at http://lttm.dei. unipd.it/downloads/segmentation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performances of the proposed method have been evaluated on two different datasets. The first dataset is available at http://lttm.dei.unipd.it/ downloads/segmentation and contains 6 different images and depth maps of some sample scenes. The scenes have been segmented with the proposed method and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 5 while Table 1 presents the numerical results obtained by comparing the data with a manually segmented ground truth. The figure and table also present a comparison with two competing approaches.
Starting from visual results, Fig. 5 compares the proposed approach with the methods of , that directly segments the image into the desired number of regions with an approach based on spectral clustering (it can be considered a simplified version of the initial segmentation scheme of Sec. 4) and of (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2014 ) that exploits a region splitting scheme that recursively partitions each segmented region in two parts. It clearly obtains better performances than the compared approaches. In fact the region merging scheme allows to avoid the creation of small clusters due to noise or objects with a complex surface and at the same time to properly extract the main objects in the scene. Notice that the compared approaches are not able to properly segment into a single region some very large objects (e.g., the background in rows 1 and 5 or the people in row 3) since the geometrical component forces the division of them into several pieces. The bias towards segments of similar size is a known issue of the normalized cuts algorithm and of the derived approaches, but the proposed merging scheme solves this problem by recombining together segments belonging to the same surface. The use of orientation information allows to properly recognize the various walls and surfaces with different orientation unlike the compared ,13,14,25,37,40,44,46,52,53,56,61,63 8,9,10,11,17,20,21,22,23,26,27,29,35,36,38,41,42,43,45,50 8,10,29,35,36,42,45,50 0, 1, 9, 11, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 38, 41, 43 ,9,11,17,20,22,38,41,43 3 8 9,11,17,20 and (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2014) . The table shows the average value of the VoI and RI metrics on the six scenes of the dataset made available by the authors of (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2014) .
approaches (e.g., the table in the first row or the background in row 3). In general the objects are well recognized and there are almost no segments extending over multiple objects at different depths. The edges of the objects are also well captured and there are no small thin segments extending along the edges as for some other schemes. The visual evaluation is confirmed by numerical results, as shown by Table 1 (additional data are available at http://lttm.dei.unipd.it/downloads/ segmentation ). In order to compare the obtained results with ground truth data we used two different metrics, i.e., the Variation of Information (VoI) and the Rand Index (RI). A description of these error metrics can be found in (Arbelaez et al., 2011) , notice in particular that a lower value corresponds to a better result for the VoI metric while a higher value is better for the RI metric. The table shows the average values of the 2 metrics on the six considered scenes. It shows how the proposed approach outperforms both the compared ones. The VoI metric value is better by a large gap, with an average of 1.69 against 2.56 and 2.69, and also the RI metric gives a better result with an average value of 0.9 against 0.84 and 0.83 achieved by the two competing approaches.
The second considered dataset is the much larger NYU Depth Dataset V2 (Silberman et al., 2012 Figure 5 : Segmentation of some sample scenes with the proposed method and with the approaches of and of (Pagnutti and Zanuttigh, 2014) . The black regions for the proposed approach correspond to samples without a valid depth value from the Kinect that have not been considered for the segmentation.
dataset has been acquired with the Kinect and contains 1449 depth and color frames from a variety of indoor scenes. For the numerical evaluation we used the updated versions of the ground truth labels provided by the authors of (Gupta et al., 2013) . Table 2 shows the comparison between our approach and some competing schemes on this dataset (for the other approaches we collected the results from ). The compared approaches are the clustering and region merging method of , the MRF scene labeling scheme of , a modified version of (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004 ) that accounts also for geometry information, the dynamic programming scheme of (Taylor and Cowley, 2013 ) and the clustering-based approach of . The average values obtained by our method are 2.23 according to the VoI metric and 0.88 according to RI. The results according to VoI show that our approach outperforms all the compared ones. If the RI metric is considered instead, the proposed method outperforms the schemes of (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) , (Taylor and Cowley, 2013) and and obtains results almost identical to those of the very recent state-of-the-art methods of and ) with a negligible difference of 0.02. Notice also that our approach does not make any assumption about the presence of planar surfaces in the scene as done by and (Taylor and Cowley, 2013) , so it better generalizes to scenes with non-planar surfaces (in the NYUv2 dataset all the scenes are indoor settings with a lot of planar surfaces like walls and furniture, but outdoor settings have a large variability). In addition the approach of ) exploits a learning stage on the NYU dataset, while our approach does not assume any previous knowledge on the data.
Approach
VoI RI 2.29 0.90 2.35 0.90 (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) 2.32 0.81 (Taylor and Cowley, 2013) 3.15 0.85 3.09 0.84 Proposed Method 2.23 0.88 A visual comparison on 7 different scenes from this dataset is shown in Fig. 6 (notice that the scenes have been selected by the authors of ). Even if this dataset is more challenging, the proposed approach is able to obtain a reliable segmentation on all the considered scenes and visual results confirm the numerical ones. The obtained segmentations are much better than the approaches of (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) , and (Taylor and Cowley, 2013 ) (columns 6-7-8) on the considered scenes. The comparison with the two best performing approaches, i.e., and , is more challenging but the proposed scheme is able to outperform them on various scenes. In particular our approach produces quite clear edges with no noisy small segments in their proximity, an issue happening with other approaches on some scenes. Foreground objects are also clearly extracted and the background region is correctly handled on most scenes. However some small issues are present in the corridor and bed scenes (rows 2 and 3). In particular the blanket of the bed scene (row 3) is quite critical for our approach since the color data is very noisy and the orientation of the normals on the rough surface is very unstable.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a novel scheme for the joint segmentation of color and depth information. The proposed approach exploits together spatial constraints, surface orientation information and color data to improve the segmentation performances. The regions of the initial over-segmentation are merged by exploiting a surface fitting scheme that allows to determine if the regions candidate for merging correspond to the same 3D surface. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this scheme and its ability to recognize the objects in the scene. Performances on real data acquired with the Kinect show that the proposed method is able to outperform state-of-the-art approaches in most situations. Further research will be devoted to the combination of the proposed approach with a recursive region splitting scheme. Furthermore, an advanced scheme for the automatic balancing of the various clues relevance will be developed. Finally, since our region merging algorithm is highly vectorizable, parallel computing implementations will be considered.
